Church Hall - Feedback Form Compilation

Meeting on 4th November 2019

Question 1 – What do you appreciate or like in the current design you have seen?
Form No
Feedback Details
1
Excellent design, provides multi-use accessible space. Good natural light and storage
provision. Good use of the site. Benefits of modular construction.
2
I think the design is in sympathy with the surroundings. The internal space is multi-functional
and well laid out. I hope that the acoustics would be considered.
3
Really nice – better version of existing hall.
4
I like the fact that we seem to have arrived at a design approved by the nursery.
5
Looks like will provide lots of natural light. Simple, clean design.
6
Lots of natural light. Traditional design.
7
It’s a proper Church Hall, so much better than last planning application!
8
Very in keeping with the surrounds and existing design. 10-week build time is amazing!
Addition of 2nd floor will be very valuable.
9
Very much improved from earlier ideas and looks lie it is very much on the right track. Keep up
the current hall’s footprint is excellent and solar panels on roofs and larger window all good
improvements, as are new loos and kitchen.
10 It fits in and sympathetic.
11 Lovely design.
12 Comments overheard: Massive step forward. Looks great. Brilliant. Well done. Good outcome.
13 Pre-fabrication using SIPs panels. Solar energy.
14 Big room and 2 small rooms. Chalet style roof.
15 Good – suitable facilities
16 It’s complicity
17 It is not unlike the church hall shape and footprint that we have now. It is really flexible
offering great functionality for all sorts of users.
18 In general, I like it a lot.
19 Although the new hall broadly replicates the current space, it can be used much more flexibly.
The mezzanine meeting room is a much-needed addition and can be used for church
meetings. The cladding (?) can be chosen to complement the street scene.
20 We like that the design is on the same post print as the existing hall and appears to meet all
the requirements.
21 Very good design to use space to the maximum.
22 Looks great, like the extra room and modernisation.
23 Blank
24
• I don’t profess to have read all of this yet, but if a fire breaks out near the main ground
floor exit, how do people escape from the large hall which seems to have no external
exit save through the centre circulation area by the doors. Is it intended that the
windows should be used?
• I am sure there is an answer and I may find it but it’s not clear on the plans.
Question 2 – What might need improving, changing or is currently missing from the design that you
would like to see?
Form No
Feedback Details
1
I agree with the further suggestions listed, e.g., raising level of windows in the large hall.
There needs to be provision for blacking out the indoors. The windows in the gable ends are
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rather ugly. The Community Meeting Room would benefit from Velux skylights. Is the kitchen
area large enough?
Will there be enough light in the community meeting room? The building is somewhat
overpowered by the pitch roof. Might the front door look better with a slightly bigger
window?
No.
I’m sure there are some tweaks but the basic design looks great and well thought-out.
Can’t think of anything.
blank
What happens to the garden? Is the rear of the building still sitting on the passage wall?
Could we have some skylights? Why do we need two kitchens?
Hard to really grasp what exterior will be like from computer graphics. Could be helpful to see
examples from same builder (especially ones build and up for a few years to see how age?)
The outside space for the nursery is missing? Is it too close to the road for safety? What will
the little room upstairs be used for? Will the neighbours opposite be overlooked by the
window – upstairs room? Frosted panes would eradicate this possible problem.
Reduce solar panels size.
Blank
Blank
Battery technology has much improved recently and might be an energy efficient addition?
How storage is used – (sliding doors have already been mentioned) to make the best use of
the space
Blank
Blank
Where is the heating?
I would just hope that the exterior brickwork blends in with the residential houses on Elm Bank
Gardens. The current drawing look very dark brick, which might clash.
No door to garden? Not enough storage – needs further discussion. Keep ceiling of Small Hall
as high as possible for best sound for music classes! Maybe swap taps with doors in loos.
The new wall needs to be moved well clear of the Thorne Passage wall (listed): so to provide
the same level of amenity the frontage of the new hall should be more forward by that
amount. The porch or vestibule could be extended up to the width of the building so as to
offer wall/welcome space.
Blank
Usual concern – about accessible storage.
Blank
Blank
Blank

Question 3 – How might you be able to help/assist us with this project?
Form No
Feedback Details
1
Available for consultation as required
2
Help at fundraising events and some administrative support
3
Happy to help on fundraising.
4
Ticked to help with fundraising and community organising and admin support
5
Happy to be of some service, open to how to be so.
6
Blank
7
Blank
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Blank
Blank
?
Blank
Blank
Fundraising and community organising
Blank
Fundraising and community organising
Blank
Blank
Blank
Administrative support
Fundraising and community organising and Administrative support
Blank
BROS happy to help with any.
I would be happy to help with fundraising.
Blank

Question 4 – Any other comments, questions, or observations that you’d like us to bear in mind?
Form No
Feedback Details
1
I would like to know more about the proposed hearting and ventilation schemes. The extra
door in the large hall would be very useful for summer events. The extra mirrors and sliding
doors would be great. What are the thoughts about the garden space and its surfaces/uses?
Play schools? Plantings?
What about waste disposal? Where will the bins be located? Is there adequate space in the
margins around the perimeter? Can wheelchairs and bulky deliveries gain access through the
main door at the side?
2
My greatest concern is that the acoustics and the light in the building being given proper and
professional consideration.
3
Really well done.
4
blank
5
blank
6
blank
7
blank
8
Blank
9
When will this be in place? Maybe some skylights – the solar panels would make the large hall
seem even lighter. If Debbie Goldberg is happy with design, so are we all. Is big hall the same
size as the current big hall?
10 Kitchen looks too small.
11 Small details to note –
• Stair gates – ground and 1st floor
• Windows higher so people can’t look in
• Locks on loos high (out of reach of children so they can’t lock themselves in.)
• Enough room in WC’s for pottys.
• Sliding doors entrance to WC’s
• No windows at the front – possible space for storage?
• Acoustic plasterboard in main hall?
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• How do you exit to garden from large hall?
• Where is the garden? If L-shaped, need 2 staff members. Problem!
(above two answered by Andrew)
• Is the side entrance the access to the Large Hall (when Small Hall is in use)? Is it good
enough? Are loo doors in the way?
• Is storage enough for nursery? Have to share with gymnastics which can be large
equipment.
• Query have a door at bottom of stairs so if having a private party, you can close off
upstairs
(Discussion with nursery school on above items)
• Pocket doors for loos
Well thought out eco-friendly design. Well done.
Will the roof support the weight of all those solar panels?
Please compare hall styles directly so we can see that the footprints are similar.
blank
Blank
I think it looks great with practical design inside that will work well for all users. A mirrored
wall would be useful for the ballet school and for BROS!
• Taps – that children can turn on – but that turn themselves off (the taps, not the children)
• Loos & entry door locks – higher out of reach of children.
• Bolts for main entrances which can be operated from inside and out (ask Andrew – he
knows about these).
It is highly desirable that this project goes ahead because the old hall is in a very bad state
with many structural problems. It cannot be made fit for purpose.
As there is no ennobling development, the church authorities should be very cautious about
the move of finance; and rental charges for the new hall will need to cover the interest
payments on any loans from the outset. The new Hall must not sap the church’s finances.
Blank
• Strong commitment to transparent publicity.
• Especially in response to all the questions and concerns that are emerging.
• Please keep the adult chairs and trestle tables, with storage for these.
• Please can there be a piano for the various groups that use it – please can it be tuned.
• If the project goes ahead, progress with the building work and all expenditure needs to
be strictly controlled.
• Once the building has been revamped the nursery school should pay a commercial rent.
Blank

